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Market Fresh source, develop and supply 

new products into most of the major 

supermarkets. England Marketing has 

worked extensively, on a range of new 

product development (NPD) concepts, to 

deliver evidence of consumer preference. 

 

One example of how England Marketing’s 

results went on to secure opportunities for 

Market Fresh when they developed a Hot 

Savoury range, now served daily in Tesco. 

The project involved gathering consumer 

opinion on appearance, taste, and 

preferences on size.  

 

In a separate project, Market Fresh wanted 

to gain consumer opinion on their cold deli 

range, exploring to what extent promotions 

may impact purchasing decisions. Market 

Fresh also wanted to gather opinion on 

taste and appearance of both their existing 

cold deli lines, as well as gathering opinion 

on some proposed new product lines. 
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Layers of research provides detailed evidence, securing shelf space and 

informing further product development… 

Background 

Methodology 

A third level of research was needed in order 

to test the taste of both of the two ranges.  

England Marketing has developed an 

exclusive shopper panel, which has proven 

to be a cost effective way to gather insight 

from participants in an in-home setting. 

Samples were distributed to respondents 

who were asked to serve the products and 

complete a self-completion survey, centered 

around taste, appearance, portion size and 

likely meal occasions. 

“England Marketing were 

exceedingly helpful in attaining the 

information we need to prove 

statistically that our concepts are 

right – this is very powerful in 

securing valuable space in the retail 

environment.” 

Paul Greenhow – Market Fresh 

In both cases a combined methodology was 

recommended: Instore interviews marked 

the first step in both projects, undertaken in 

four regions across the UK. The findings 

from in-store interviews fed the discussion 

document that was used in the four focus 

groups that followed.  

Outcome 

Three layers of research provided a great 

deal of detail for Market Fresh. In both 

projects, combining instore interviews, 

focus groups and the England Marketing’s 

exclusive shopper panel enabled us to drill 

deeper with each stage informing the next. 

The results provided useful guidance to 

help Market Fresh improve the products but 

also provided vital evidence to leverage 

more from the retailer.  
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